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October 1, 2022 

 Elliptical white polyethylene water tank with 16” opening and anti surge baffles.

 9 HP Honda GX270 clutch driven 9263C Hypro centrifugal water pump with cab
controlled start/stop and water pump on/off with 50 mesh filter and back to tank
regulated agitation.  Plumbing connections are quick disconnect for ease of
clean up, repair and winterizing.

 One NSC-20108-V2  Seven section boomless nutating spray head mounted
right rear socket of skid assembly (can be mounted left side).  The spray head
is equipped with all brass solid stream nozzles with 2’,2’,4’,4’,4’,6’,6’, spray
swaths totaling 28’ all seven section are individually cab controlled.  First four
nozzle assemblies nutate at 45 Hz for no streak spraying.  All sections are sized
for an application rate of 35 GPA at 11 MPH.  Other features include cab
controlled 90 degree swing out/in and 30 degree tilt up/down.

 Nine (9) section solenoid-regulator assembly with (9) 144A Directo Valves, (9)
3/4" brass regulators with 2 1/2” liquid filled gauges stacked horizontally in a
steel powder coat panel.  Manifold hose connections are 3/4" camlock quick
disconnect.

 Norstar RS2000 Mechanical control console mounted in swivel bracket and
cannon plug connector for in-cab installation.

NSC-RS2-GS-200 - FOB Phoenix AZ ........................................................................ $43,081.00

NSC-RS2-GS-300 - FOB Phoenix AZ ........................................................................ $44,050.00

NSC-RS2-GS-500 - FOB Phoenix AZ ........................................................................ $46,223.00

NSC-RS2-GS-1000 –FOB Phoenix AZ……………………………………………………$50,580.00

Pricing valid for 30 days from quotation date. 
No applicable tax in quote pricing.     

State of Arizona - Contract CTR62309 - Category 4 - Sprayers

 RE:  NSC-RS2000-GS 200-300-500-1000 TANK MIX SKID (No Options) 

     Our tank mix skid assembly, fork lift pockets, formed 10-guage steel longitudinal rails, 
integral tank saddles with 2-bolt tension tank straps “D” rings, right and left spray head 
sockets, complete skids are powder coat finished black. 

NSC-RS2000-GS-200-300-500 (Equipped as follows) 
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